
Railway Ramblers – South Western Area 
2021 Newsletter 4 – The March Lockdown 

‘The wind howls, but the mountain remains still’ 
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Introduction 

 
This newsletter contains details of revised local events until June, so I am sending it to 
all SW members, whether they use email or not.  Our few ‘postal members’ did not 
receive the January and February ‘lockdown newsletters’, which were ‘recreational 
reading’ rather than events programmes.  If you are such a member and would like a 
copy of these newsletters, please let me know and I will post them to you.  The omission 
was to save time: apart from my voluntary duties for RR, I am also the Chairman of 
Railway Paths Ltd., which has kept me rather busy lately.  The club’s winter magazine 
highlighted the infillings and demolitions planned for old railway structures by 
Highways England and its subsidiary, the Historical Railways Estate.  RPL might be 
able to offer some better outcomes, but it is too early to say more publicly. 
 
This month’s titular quote is a Japanese proverb, which I find a calming influence when 
listening to news reports.  There is only so much news each day, beyond which lies 
speculation, when often the interviewing style becomes rather hectoring.  No amount 
of such broadcasting (the wind) can alter the future (the mountain), which we can only 
reach by waiting patiently.  On the subject of waiting patiently, we now have a ‘road 
map’ out of lockdown, but every step of the way depends on the future unfolding exactly 
as the government expects; and there is no guarantee of that. 
 

Forthcoming Events – Changes, Postponements and Substitutions 

 
On Demand Event.  ‘All Change at the End of the Line’.  A recording of the slide-
illustrated talk that I provided to members of Railway Ramblers and the Railway Group 
of Tiverton U3A on 26th February (1 hour 11 minutes). 

• Link: https://www.railwayramblers.org.uk/video/AllChange.mp4 
 
Thu. 25th March.  Tiverton Railway Roundabout (4 + 4 miles).  This event has been 
CANCELLED because the full national lockdown will continue until Mon. 29th March.  
It has been added to the stock of pending events for 2021-22, so, to use Captain Woolf’s 
delightful valediction for the Lynton & Barnstaple Railway, ‘it is not dead but sleepeth’. 
 
Fri. 26th March from 10:30.  ‘Tk of Old Rly: The Wanderings of a Railway 
Rambler’.  A slide-illustrated talk by Jane Ellis to the Railway Group of Tiverton U3A, 
with RR members welcome.  This will be presented on Zoom (video conferencing 
software), so please let me know if you wish to join and I will send you the meeting 
invitation nearer the time.  Those who have attended Jane’s talks before will be aware 
of her extensive subject knowledge, and know what a good speaker she is. 
 
Sat. 27th March.  Tiverton Railway Roundabout (4 + 4 miles).  This event has been 
CANCELLED because the full national lockdown will continue until Mon. 29th March. 
 
Mon. 29th March.  This is the date on which the government’s ‘Stay at Home’ order 
will end, after which outdoor gatherings of either 6 people or 2 households will be 
permitted. 

• Link: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-sets-out-roadmap-
to-cautiously-ease-lockdown-restrictions 

https://www.railwayramblers.org.uk/video/AllChange.mp4
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-sets-out-roadmap-to-cautiously-ease-lockdown-restrictions
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-sets-out-roadmap-to-cautiously-ease-lockdown-restrictions
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Thu. 15th April (if national restrictions allow).  Radstock to Midsomer Norton 
Circular (5 miles).  A circular walk travelling out via the Great Western and back via 
the Somerset & Dorset, including a visit to the delightfully preserved S&D station at 
Midsomer Norton South (if open – which it might not be).  5 places remain available 
for SW members only by pre-booking.  Leader: Jeff Vinter.  Please contact me to book 
a place and receive further details nearer the time. 
 
Sat. 17th April (if national restrictions allow).  Radstock to Midsomer Norton 
Circular (5 miles).  A circular walk, as above.  FULLY BOOKED. 
 
Sat. 15th May.  The club’s Annual General Meeting at Winchester.  POSTPONED to 
Sat. 2nd October. 
 
Tue. 1st June.  3R Day: The ‘Return of Railway Ramblers’.  POSTPONED TO Mon. 
21st June, which is the date when the Prime Minister hopes that ‘all legal limits on 
social contact can be removed’.  If all goes as the government hopes and this date really 
does see the end of restrictions, then RR SW walks will resume from late July.  I cannot 
start a normal programme any sooner because I need a few weeks to research public 
transport (which I expect will be much reduced), and to prepare, print and distribute 
the resultant programme. 
 

Rail Rambles – Early Days 

 
We are very lucky to have the club’s Vice President, Paul Atterbury, as a local 
member, and Paul has kindly supplied the following recollections of the early days of 
exploring old railways – which many of us will recall from our own mis-spent youth! 
 
As a small boy I loved trains and was a keen trainspotter, though limited for family 
reasons to the Southern Region of British Railways.  It probably started when, aged 
about 5, I was sent away to stay with a family I barely knew who lived in North Wales.  
It was a lonely time, though made completely bearable by the fact that their house on 
the outskirts of Aberdovey overlooked the beach and the Cambrian coast line, then 
busy with passenger and goods trains, often double-headed.  I spent the two weeks 
watching, and trying to draw, the passing trains.  This visit also gave me a liking for 
North Wales, and I have been back many, many times.  
 
Camping coach holidays in Dorset a few years later gave me the taste for exploring 
overgrown and abandoned sidings, though my wanderings were naturally limited.  In 
the 1970s we had a few Christmas visits to Portmeirion, with the added bonus of trips 
on the then much shorter Ffestiniog Railway.  One grey day, when everyone else 
wanted to stay in and read, I set off to explore the remains of the Welsh Highland line 
from Porthmadog and then a number of slate lines.  I had a wonderful time, particularly 
in the slate quarries, where so much was still there.  Not much track, but inclined 
planes with winding gear and other industrial relics that no one had bothered to 
remove.  I learned then that all you needed was an OS map and a spirit of adventure. 
 
By this time, I had been involved for some years in the production of the Nicholson 
canal and waterway guides, and I remember always being intrigued by the remains of 
long closed lines that had crossed the canals, and finding out all about them.  From this 
point on, if I came across an abandoned railway, I usually explored it a bit, though in a 
casual rather than a deliberate or planned way.  I began to buy books about walking 
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old railways, by Christopher Somerville and others, but I remained a largely armchair 
explorer.  I became aware of Sustrans in the early 1980s but my interest then was in 
what it stood for, Sustainable Transport, and not as a means of rescuing lost lines. 
 

 
 
Above: Bath Green Park in 1970 was at the ‘grand’ end of the scale of what trackbed 
explorers might find in the early days.  Five years later, it was in a shocking state, 
with much of the roof glazing broken, presumably by stones thrown from below.  The 
station could easily have been lost, like other historic buildings during the so-called 
‘Sack of Bath’, which took place during the 1960s and 1970s.  Photograph from the 
‘Bath in Time’ website, digitally enhanced by Jeff Vinter. 
 
Everything changed in the late 1980s, when I began to write books about railways.  This 
was by chance.  For some years I had been a freelance writer and the AA was one of the 
publishers who gave me work, usually for their travel books.  One day they called me 
to say that they had been asked to produce a book about train travel in Britain and, as 
they knew I liked trains, they wondered if I should like to take it on.  This book went 
well and so the AA decided there was a market for general interest railway books, with 
a good dose of nostalgia.  They asked for ideas and a friend and I suggested something 
called ‘Discovering Britain’s Lost Railways’.  There were various ‘Then and Now’ books 
but they tended to be more about trains and had never really broken out of the 
dedicated enthusiast market.  Our vision was for a more general, almost coffee table 
approach, with lots of illustrations, past and present, and the use of railway ephemera 
such as leaflets, tickets and labels, along with postcards, to give a sense of place.  We 
chose ten routes or regions, representing many parts of Britain, and these were: 
Darlington to Cockermouth, Halwill Junction to Ilfracombe, with the Lynton & 
Barnstaple, Bath Green Park to Templecombe, around the Isle of Wight, around the 
Potteries, including the Leek and Manifold, around North Norfolk, via Melton 
Constable and the coast, Okehampton to Padstow and Bude, including Wadebridge to 
Wenford Bridge, Ruabon to Barmouth and Blaenau Ffestiniog to Bala, Saltburn to 
Whitby and Scarborough, and Castle Douglas to Stranraer, including Portpatrick and 
Whithorn.  
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We shared out the duties.  Mine was to explore most of the routes, take photographs, 
and write the text.  My friend was to do the historical picture research and design the 
book.  As always, there was a tight schedule and a tight budget, with little allowed for 
travel and accommodation.  I started with the routes near me (I was then based mostly 
in Dorset) and finished in Scotland.  The process was to research and write it chapter 
by chapter, so that each one could be completed, designed and made ready for printing, 
independent of the rest.  By the time I reached Stranraer, most of the book was laid 
out. 
 
The problem was, of course, that most of the routes we had chosen were linear, and we 
didn’t have the time to walk the lines from start to finish.  Some had been featured in 
other railway walking books but we ignored that.  I knew from my canal books that the 
only way to produce a guide book was to start from scratch.  So, armed with the relevant 
OS maps (the old 1-inch series are much better for lost line work), I just set off.  I 
followed the line by car as close as possible, and when I could I walked quite long 
stretches, usually selected from the map, or from the history of the route and its 
highlights.  Most of this was done on my own so, when I came to the end of the walk, I 
had to turn round and walk back to where I had started and left the car.  This was a 
slow process, but it gave me a second view for the photographs.  I thought about a 
bicycle but so much was overgrown and even impassable.  Also, having never seen the 
routes before, I had no idea what was round the next corner, beyond what the map 
suggested.  Occasionally I persuaded a friend to come with me and, if willing, they 
could drive the car to meet me at the end of a walk.  
 
Every day was a new adventure, following and exploring the remains of former railways 
that ranged from the blindingly obvious to the almost invisible.  There were many 
challenges, including plenty of mud, cuttings densely filled with prickly bushes, high 
wire fences, unfriendly cattle and other wildlife, tempting but generally risky bridges 
and tunnels, and completely empty landscapes through which the map insisted a 
railway had once run.   Some had become unofficial paths, favoured by dog walkers 
and others, but most were still a wonderful wilderness.  On many routes I never saw 
another human being, so happily ignored the rules of trespass and private property.  In 
those days there were still extraordinary things to find and explore: the remains of 
signal boxes, goods sheds, platelayers’ huts, crossing cottages and other infrastructure; 
chairs and other bits of track lurked in bushes and ditches, along with dropped 
telegraph poles complete with insulators and once, a fireman’s shovel; mile and 
gradient posts lingered on but much more unusual was surviving signage.  A real treat, 
somewhere in East Anglia, was a cast iron ‘Beware of Trains’ sign, deep in a bush and 
visible only from the trackbed.  There were plenty of bridges, some still carrying their 
number plates and occasionally tunnels to walk through.  Many platforms still stood, 
though station buildings were rare, and these ranged from piles of rubble and broken 
walls to complete buildings.  At that time, some of the survivors were in use, as stores, 
garages and so on.  Others had found a new life as houses, some a complete railway 
fantasy world with notices, sections of track, platform paraphernalia and even the 
occasional wagon body, others just cheap and often rather tatty accommodation with 
a surround of abandoned cars and farm machinery.  One remote station, on a wilder 
section of the LSWR’s north Cornwall line, had literally been abandoned on the day of 
closure.  The door was open so I went in, to find the booking office still filled with 
furniture and piles of notices, labels and other railway paperwork.  Though tempted 
otherwise, I left this railway Marie Celeste as I found it.  Passing by some years later, I 
saw that it had become a smart holiday house. 
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The greatest pleasure though was always the landscape, and to see what train 
passengers had seen and enjoyed years before.  Some routes, in Wales, Scotland, the 
North East, the West Country were, predictably, a visual treat but just as interesting 
could be the railway’s route through towns and villages.  Street names like Station 
Road, and surviving signposts, were often a help, while new developments, domestic 
and commercial, along the former route were often accessed by the many variants of 
Beeching Way. 
 

I realise now that this was a kind of golden age for the intrepid railway explorer, and I 
shall be forever grateful that I was able to enjoy it. 
 

 
 

Above: Bath Green Park in 2011, after its restoration in the 1980s by Sainsbury’s.  
Compare with the similar view on page 3.  (Jeff Vinter) 
 

Members’ Emails 
 

Investment Advice – Don’t! 
I live at Camborne just a mile from South Crofty.  The Canadian company that now 
own the mine have just raised £8m to mine tin and lithium.  We locals have heard it all 
before many times in the last 20 years, with each different company doing development 
work before going into full scale mining in 18 months’ time.  I subscribed just the once 
before learning my lesson, losing a tidy sum of money in the process.  It will be 
interesting to learn how they propose deal with the tailings [mining waste].   I also 
enjoyed the story of the stolen pannier tank, which I had read before but not in such 
detail. 

Mike Roach 
 

Sanity Preserved 
I really enjoyed the newsletter and your poem.  Thank you for keeping us all sane 
during this difficult time.  Beware!  The light at the end of the tunnel may well be a 
train coming towards you – find a convenient place to shelter. 

Robin Benton 
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Several members remarked favourably upon the poem, and I am glad that it was well 
received.  Normally, the admission of writing poetry produces a reaction comparable 
to confessing, ‘I am the nutter on the bus’!  I have a few more poems on railway 
themes, which I may be able to fit into future newsletters. 
 

Backwater Viaduct 
The mystery viaduct (February Newsletter) is certainly near the start of the Portland 
and Easton line from Weymouth.  This view [see below] was a popular postcard, 
versions of which showed the miniature railway that ran along the edge of Radipole 
Lake, passing under the viaduct.  The modern road bridge replaced it but retained the 
angle 

Paul Atterbury 
 

 
 

Above: A 1970s sepia-coloured postcard entitled 'The Miniature Railway 
Weymouth', showing Backwater Viaduct, Melcombe Regis (Weymouth).  Supplied by 
Tim Chant from the Pinterest website, and converted to black and white by Jeff 
Vinter.  Source: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/26247610316171429/. 
 

Stations with Three-Letter Names 
Nothing to tax your time or brain really, but a while back I remember seeing a photo of 
Ely station name on a name-board that was much longer than required for a 3-letter 
station name.  So I (eventually) decided to see how many stations (past and present) 
have or had just 3 letters with no additions.  So Kew Gardens or Kew Bridge don't 
count.  The list so far, with an asterisk denoting a closed station, is ABY*, ASH, AYR, 
BOW*, ELY, EYE*, HAY*, ORE, PAR, RYE, WEM, WYE and USK*. 
 

There may well be others.  My next task is to find photos that display these names (this 
could be challenging).  Oh well, we must find something to do during enforced times 
of inactivity. 

Mike Ross 
 
Can any reader add to Mike’s list?  And what stations in Ireland, either closed or open, 
had or have three-letter names? 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/26247610316171429/
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The Fordingbridge Trailway 
Wimborne-based member Tim Chant tells us that the existing two-mile railway path 
from Burgate Cross to Breamore and South Charford will soon start from 
Fordingbridge, i.e. south of Burgate Cross.  Responses to the public consultation on the 
2020-21 Dorset Council Local Plan found that greater use of the trackbed of the former 
Salisbury & Dorset Junction Railway was a ‘positive idea’ with the potential to serve 
‘communities from West Moors, Verwood, Alderholt, Fordingbridge, Breamore and 
Downton’.    However, reaching Downton (to the north) will involve replacing a long-
demolished bridge over the River Avon, so development will have to go south first. 
 
We extend a warm welcome to two locals involved with this project, Stan Broomfield 
and Mike Jackson, who recently joined Railway Ramblers. 
 

Adventures with Telephones and Photographs 

 
These are some daft recollections which I shared with Bob Spalding, the Axminster-
based member who serves us all by distributing the club’s quarterly magazines.  
Recently, the club’s printer informed me that Bob’s five-digit home telephone number 
was too short and therefore invalid.  As a former computer programmer in the telecoms 
industry, I soon put them right on that!  According to Wikipedia, there are still 52 
telephone exchanges across the UK with 5-digit subscriber numbers. 
 
When I was a boy, the elder of my two younger brothers (now a respected international 
lawyer but then rather offbeat) used our parents’ home telephone to see how low 
subscriber numbers went in Bognor Regis, where we lived.  He was very surprised on 
dialling the single digit ‘1’ to get a pick-up, with a voice answering: ‘Young’s Butchers, 
how can I help you?’ 
 
In the 1970s, after Post Office Telephones had installed boosters on its local networks, 
one could collect local dialling codes and string them together to make long distance 
calls for the price of a local call.  I think at the time local calls were 2p for 20 minutes, 
but longer calls 10p for maybe 2 minutes.  Often, thanks to the newly installed boosters, 
the call quality by ‘going local’ was better than if one used the STD (‘standard trunk 
dialling’) network.  Unfortunately, in Bognor Regis where my parents lived, this 
approach made the dialling code for Exeter, where I lived, something like 9959599595 
95995995 instead of the rather simpler 0392.  But the cost saving was tremendous. 
 
Another issue that I had problems with, along with many of my friends, concerned the 
photographs needed for our early student railcards.  Pictures taken in Photo-Me booths 
on railway stations made us all look like convicts who had just been sentenced to 20 
years in prison.  The solution was for groups of four at a time to queue outside these 
machines, and change places between each pulse of the flashbulb.  The result was 
usually a set of four photographs featuring four different students, all with beaming 
natural smiles.  Of course, sometimes (for example if one of the sitters was a nerd who 
left a bag in an awkward place outside the booth) one of the pictures would be a 
hopelessly out-of-focus shot of someone’s blurred shape on a downwards trajectory 
towards the stool.  It was also important to ensure that all the sitters were of a similar 
height, otherwise the four shots would include studies of chins or tops of heads. 
 
If you have any personal queries as to how to solve your own lifestyle problems, please 
get in touch. I am sure I will be able to help. 
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Mystery Photograph 

 

 
 
I had no luck with your mystery picture so thought I would include one of my own 
principally to show that you do not need a train in the photo to make an interesting 
landscape view.  Two clues: the photo was taken south of Hadrian’s Wall and before 
the Beeching Report was published. 

Mike Roach 
 
There’s a challenge for local members, although RR has a few members in the South 
West who used to live in more northerly climes.  I think I have worked it out, but will 
say nothing so as not to spoil the fun for others … 
 

Next Newsletter 

 
I have enough material for an April Lockdown Newsletter, and perhaps – with readers’ 
help – I can issue a May edition; but then I’ll have to start preparing walks again! 
 

Contact Details 
No telephone calls after 21:00 (9:00 pm) please 

 

• Jeff Vinter, Glebe Cottage, Hockworthy, Wellington, Somerset, TA21 0NW.  Tel. 
01823 672928 or, on walk days, 07749 250588.  Email: jeffrey.vinter@gmail.com.  
The mobile signal at Hockworthy is extremely unreliable, so please use email or the 
landline. 

 
© Railway Ramblers, 2021.  RR is a national club for exploring and conserving disused 
railway lines.  For further details, visit www.railwayramblers.org.uk. 


